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Another Look at the Mandaic Incantation 
Bowl BM 91715

 

J. N. Ford

 

Ben-Gurion University of  the Negev

 

Among the incantation bowls in the British Museum recently published by J. B. Segal
is an interesting Mandaic specimen from Kutha (BM 91715) which contains two in-
dependent incantations separated by a line: a historiola relating the expulsion of  a
particular lilith and the report of  a dream purportedly dreamt by the client, Ba

 

s

 

niray
daughter of  

 

S

 

ahafrid.

 

1

 

 The historiola also occurs in another Mandaic bowl from Kutha
written in a different hand for the same client (BM 91780:1ff.)

 

2

 

 and in a Mandaic
bowl of  unknown provenance in the Martin Schøyen collection soon to be published
by S. Shaked (MS 2054/122:14ff.). A late version of  the dream report occurs in DC
(= MS. Drower) 37(R). The parallel suggests that this was not an actual dream, but
a once well-known magical motif. Segal’s edition of  the two British Museum bowls
contains a number of  inaccuracies in both the transcriptions and the translations. The
present author will thus propose a new transcription and annotated translation of  BM
91715 based on the published photographs. A new transcription and translation of  BM
91780 based on the published photographs and an edition of  the parallel section of
DC 37(R) will be presented in appendices.

 

3

 

 For photographs of  the bowls, the reader
is requested to refer to Segal’s study.

 

1. J. B. Segal, 

 

Catalogue of the Aramaic and Mandaic Incantation Bowls in the British Museum

 

 (Lon-
don, 2000), Bowl 084M (pp. 111–13 and plates 88 and 89). Segal, p. 112, claims that the text comprises
three incantations, but what he considers to be the second incantation (line 12) is actually the closing state-
ment of  the first, as is indicated by the dividing line after line 12.

2. Ibid., Bowl 085M (pp. 113–14 and plates 90 and 91). The final portion of  the text is poorly preserved,
but it does not appear to parallel BM 91715.

3. The corrections to the readings of  both bowls and a translation of  BM 91715 may also be found in
my review article of  Segal (J. N. Ford, “Notes on the Mandaic Incantation Bowls in the British Museum,”

 

Jerusalem Studies in Arabic and Islam

 

 26 [2002], 246–49). After the present study was submitted for pub-
lication, a transcription of  BM 91715:14–16 by Ch. Müller-Kessler 

 

apud

 

 S. Shaked, “ ‘Peace be Upon You,
Exalted Angels’: On Hekhalot, Liturgy and Incantation Bowls,” 

 

Jewish Studies Quarterly

 

 2 (1995),
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1. BM 91715:

a. Text:

 

htmyçynw hjwr 

 

(3)

 

 hrgpl hlywjyt atwkzw atrfanw atzrzw atmatjw 

 

(2)

 

 

 

atwsa ayyj d ˆwyamwçb 

 

(1)

 

ª

 

˚ym

 

º

 

[

 

w

 

]

 

ª

 

ç

 

º

 

 faz

 

ª

 

a

 

º 

 

hydasybw hsraw htanbw hnbw hwz hblj

 

 

 

(4) 

 

hdlyw hwzlw dyrpjç tp yarynçab d

tyrykd rakdym atabqwn atarts[ d atçyçaqw atawja d aytrafwz ˚ylyrq 

 

(5)

 

 

 

fazaw

 

ª

 

raw

 

º

 

dajw 

 

(7)

 

 ˆytyçw amtlt lybaq 
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atwklmw fagl agat çymaç dk ˚yrkdy[ ayrwkday[ w[ 

 

(6)

 

atwklmw tf

 

<

 

agl

 

>
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agam atçyb atylyl tana ˚azyajw aywqpa ht
y
ab ˆm ˚azyajw laka aynç

l[ ˚ytpwq ˚ylwnatw ˚wqpa ˚ytyab ˆm ˚azyajw tlaka aynç dajw ˆytyçw amtlt tlybaq 

 

(8)

 

ayyarxym d aqra ˆm ˚wqpaw ˚wfgla ˚ydy[b ˚ygwlmw ˚ygwlm çyr l[ ˚ynwdl tapwqw 

 

(9)

 

 

 

˚yçyr

tyskamw tysyk[w tymyrjw tymyds µada d hnbb ˆwbytyfj d atylyl 

 

(10)

 

 

 

ay[j ana tyrmaw

aqral ˚ytmwq abybgw ˚ybmg ayrwj[l ˚yrb[ ayrykpw 

 

(11)

 

 

 

˚ymwpb d ayzar aymyrjw aymydsw

ˆwyawgb 

 

(12)

 

 ˚ytajba d 

 

6

 

ayajaba d ayzar ˚ynjb tyrys[w alzrp d aytbr albj ˚yl[ ˚arkmw

hydasybw hsralw htanbw hnbw hwz hbljl hlywjyt atrfanw atzrzw atmatjw atwsaw ayrys[

htanbw hnbw hwz hblj htadlylw dyrpjç tp yarynçabl hlywjyt atzrzw atmatjw atwsa 

 

(13)

 

d ayçakrb 

 

(14)

 

 

 

açykr açkrmw açykr

 

 ª

 

a

 

º

 

ylayzajw yamlyjb anayzj yarynçab ana d 

 

<

 

a

 

>

 

tawta

aylaylmw abrynw açajn alzrp d asra aytwt apyjs aj apna l[ abryn d ayyantb ayntw alzrp

yanymay ˆmw aym d aypwf yalams 

 

(15)

 

 

 

ˆm ataylyl d ˆytapqrq l[ aylymr açyrw ayrjs d ˆwyamb

d abr agran yargy

 

ª

 

l

 

º

 

 ˆmw awyz d alka yadas[ ˆmw alybjw apqwt apws ˆykys anyks alka
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[

 

ayyarb[

 

]

 

 

 

(16)

 

 

 

aryg 

 

ª

 

ya

 

º

 

çyr ayyal[ ˆmw atayrç

 

Exterior:

 

ˆyks anykysb albyn aytyn yalams ˆm d awyd awyz d abr alkab albyn aytyn yanymay ˆm d awyd 

 

(17)

 

ˆm d awyd 

 

(18)

 

 

 

atayrç d abr agranb alab ayta yadas[ ˆm d awyd alybjw apqwt apws

ˆm alybj çybkw arwjn µadwq ˆm akwçyj çybk çybk ayyarb[ arygb alab ayta açyr ayyal[

atwsaw atwsa µadwq ˆm atjym 

 

(19)

 

 

 

açybkw ararç µadwq ˆm ay[f çybkw anaynyb µadwq

aynyas aymlyj l[w ayrypaçw aybaf aymlyj l[ bakaçytw hlywjyt dyrpjç tp yarynçabl

ˆykaz ayyjw aylaynas d 

 

(20)

 

 

 

atwryfyp yanas bakç[l

 

Base:

 

atawta 

 

(22)

 

 arys[ 

 

(21)

 

b. Translation:

 

(1) In the name of  Life. May there be healing (2) and sealing and arming and protection and
victory for the body, (3) spirit and soul of  Ba

 

s

 

niray daughter of  

 

S

 

ahafrid and for her spouse
and her (infant) child, (4) her milk, her spouse and her sons and her daughters and her bed
and her pillow. Your name is Aza

 

†

 

 and you are called Arwaza

 

†

 

, (5) O youngest of  (your) sis-
ters and eldest of  the female goddesses. You surely remember, (6) or I shall indeed remind you:
when 

 

S

 

ami

 

s

 

 took the crown and received the kingship, he reigned three hundred and sixty (7)
one years. Then they expelled him from his house. Then you, evil lilith, 

 

<

 

too

 

>

 

k the crown and
received the kingship (8) (and) reigned three hundred and sixty one years. Then they expelled
you from your house and they placed your cash box upon your head (9) and the cash box of

 

4. The initial 

 

w

 

 would appear to have been corrected from an original 

 

l

 

 (Segal transcribes: 

 

lmlkwtª

 

). Cf.

 

wmlkwtª

 

 in the parallel phrase in line 7. BM 91780:6 and MS 2054/122:15 read 

 

wmlkwªtª 

 

and 

 

wmªlkwtª

 

,
respectively.

5. Read: 

 

tªgª.

 

6. The 

 

y

 

 is poorly written. There is a mark above the line which, if  significant, may be a rewriting of
the 

 

y

 

 or a correction of  the spelling to 

 

ªbªhªyyª.

 

 The expected spelling is 

 

ªbªhªtª.

 

7. Traces of  the word remain, but the angle of  the photograph makes the reading difficult. They do not,
however, appear to contradict the reconstruction, which is required by the parallel expression in line 18.

 

215, n. 100, which contains several readings paralleling corrections proposed below, came to the attention
of  the present author and should be accorded priority.
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your dowry upon your 

 

ml

 

u

 

g

 

-property and made you take your 

 

ml

 

u

 

g

 

-property in your hands
and expelled you from the land of  the Egyptians. And you said: I am (10) the lilith who has
harmed the children of  Adam. You are shackled and banned and rebuked and reproved. The
mysteries that are in your mouth are shackled and banned. (11) Your arms are tied behind your
back, your frame is bent to the earth and a great cord of  iron is wrapped about you. You are
bound by those mysteries that the fathers of  your fathers (12) are bound within them. May
there be healing and sealing and arming and protection for her milk, her spouse and her sons
and her daughters and for her bed and her pillow.

(13)

 

 

 

May there be healing and sealing and arming for Ba

 

s

 

niray daughter of  

 

S

 

ahafrid and for
her (infant) child, her milk, her spouse, and her sons and her daughters. The signs that I, Ba

 

s

 

-
niray, saw in my dream: it seemed I was strapped and doubly strapped, strapped (14) with
straps of  iron and 

 

chained

 

 with 

 

chains

 

 of  

 

lead

 

, indeed thrown face down beneath a bed of
iron, copper and 

 

lead

 

, and I was 

 

filled with the water

 

 of  

 

sahras

 

 and (my) head was placed
upon the skulls of  liliths. On my (15) left were torrents of  water. On my right was a knife, a
knife of  death, violence (and) destruction. At my pillow was a mace of  radiance. At my feet
was a great axe of  exorcisms. Above my head was an (16) [extraordinary] arrow. (17) The 

 

d

 

e

 

w

 

which will come against me from the right shall be smitten by the great mace of  radiance!
The 

 

d

 

e

 

w

 

 which will come against me from the left shall be smitten by the knife, the knife of
death, violence (and) destruction! The 

 

d

 

e

 

w

 

 that comes against me at my pillow will be smitten
by the great axe of  exorcisms! (18) The 

 

d

 

e

 

w

 

 that comes (against me) above (my) head will
be smitten by the extraordinary arrow! Suppressed, suppressed is darkness before light, and
suppressed is destruction before construction, and suppressed is error before truth and sup-
pressed are (19) wound(s) before healing. And for Ba

 

s

 

niray daughter of  

 

S

 

ahafrid may there be
healing and may she lie down for good and pleasant dreams—but for hateful dreams may my
hater, the 

 

pi

 

†

 

yar

 

u

 

ta

 

-demon (20) that hates me, lie down. And Life is victorious!

[As a label:] (21)

 

 

 

“Bound are (22) the signs.”

 

c. Comments:

Line 4:

 

hlbh

 

 “her milk”:

 

 Segal identifies 

 

hlbh

 

 (Segal: hlbª) as the husband of  the feminine
yldh (var. yldªth), the latter translated “her (infant) child” in the present study, but
interpreted by Segal as the “child” (of  marriageable age) of  either Basniray or her
alleged second husband.8 He bases his interpretation on the analysis of  the following
word zwh “her spouse,” here and in line 13, as standing in apposition to hlbh(/ª), i.e.,
“Halba her spouse.” In line 12, however, hlbh(/ª) zwh is interpreted by Segal as
“Halba, his (Halba’s—JNF) spouse.” Furthermore, in BM 91708, the same hlbh(/ª)
consistently occurs with no matronym or identification by means of  a reference to a
relation with respect to any other person (lines 9 and 13), which would be unusual
for a name of  a client. It thus seems preferable to interpret hlbh as “her milk.” Bas-
niray had presumably recently given birth and was particularly concerned about the
well-being of  her baby, including a sufficient supply of  mother’s milk (cf. the refer-
ences to Hebrew yld “child” in contexts of  nursing in Gen. 21:7–8 and Exod. 2:7–9).
Although not otherwise known by the present author to occur in such lists of  people/
objects for whom/which protection is specifically requested in Mandaic or Jewish
Aramaic incantations, note the reference to demonic activity directed against a
woman’s milk (in collocation with a reference to yldyª “[young] male children” //
drdqwnyªtª “young girls”) in the Mandaic incantation bowl MS 1928/53:15–16:

8. See especially Segal’s note to BM 91708(Segal 083M):9 (p. 111).
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l[ ayraçw alza atalwanrt tawka ataynwqdrdw aylwanrt tawka aydly aqnjm d atçyb ajwr

ˆyjlayxmw aylapnfmw ˆyjyanym ˆyjyablj 
(16) absanw axmm d ayçn[ d ˆyjyaydj

The evil spirit that strangles (young) male children like roosters and young girls like hens, (and)
goes around and haunts the breasts of  women that it sucks and takes (16) their milk from them
and pollutes it and sucks them.

ªzª† “Aza†”: Contrary to Segal, who reads yzª† (Iza†), Aza† // Arwaza† is the name of
the lilith, not of  one of  the clients. In particular, she is certainly not Basniray’s (second)
spouse, as proposed by Segal, p. 112b, for in addition to the incongruity in gender,
Basniray’s well attested husband, Abdara<h>man9 son of  Misoya, is twice mentioned
in the parallel bowl BM 91780 (lines 12 and 14), which also refers to Aza† // Ar-
waza† (see below, appendix 1).

Lines 4–5:
A ªsº[w]ªmykº ªwº B qrylyk “Your name is A and you are called B”: Segal failed to
recognize this expression. A late parallel occurs in DC 43(R), G:12: †lytª swmªk wdhysª
qªrylªk “your name is †lytª (the girl) and you are called dhysª (the trampled one).” In
the Drower Collection text, qªry is clearly an impersonal plural active participle with
a passive meaning. The same may be true for qry in BM 91715 as well, although the
spelling without aleph would suggest a singular passive particle.

Line 7:
ªkªl “reigned”: Segal’s translation, “(they) devoured,” based on the common Semitic
verb ªKL “to eat,” clearly does not accord with the context. The present interpretation
follows M. Lidzbarski, who renders the same verb occurring in a similar context of
the length of  reigns of  various kings in Ginza Yamina (ed. Petermann), 382–84, pas-
sim, as “regierte (dauerte).”10 Cf. Haran Gawaita (ed. Drower), 134–37, 186–88:

hlybsan ayyabadraj dadgab ˆm atwklam aklam ˆabdra aynb d ˆwyanb (135)
 ˆm absyntym ˚azyaj

aklam lyka ˚azyaj aydnamybw ayçbard ˆybwçw am[ dadgab d 
(136) hwagb ˆwyçap atwklam l[

. . . aladba ayyabara fajç d hrb ˚ylmam ˚azyaj aynç[ 
(137)

 ˆytyçw amtalt ayyabadraj d

qypan aynç[ aypla abra ayabra fajç d hrb lyka dk aymla bandl awyz lybyj 
(187)

 çyrpa

µayram rb abadak 
(188) ajyçm hrtaba

Then kingship was taken from (135) Baghdad from the sons of  the sons of  Artabanus the
king. The Hardabaeans took the kingship. There remained in (136) Baghdad one hundred and
seventy banners and cult-huts. Then the king of  the Hardabaeans reigned three hundred and
sixty (137) years. Then ºAbdallah, the son of  Sha† the Arab, became king. . . . Hibil Ziwa (187)
instructed at the end of  the ages, when the son of  Sha† the Arab had reigned four thousand
years. After him appeared the false (188) christ, son of  Maryam.

Note the similar use of  hªyzªk “then” (Segal misreads whªyzªk “and then” as hwªyzªk,
which he interprets as the name of  the lilith) and the typological number 360, which
parallels 361 in BM 91715 (see lines 6–8).

9. ªbdªrªªmºªn, elsewhere written ªbdrhmªn (Abdrahman).
10. M. Lidzbarski, Ginza: der Schatz oder das grosse Buch der Mandäer (Göttingen/Leipzig, 1925),

411. E. S. Drower and R. Macuch, A Mandaic Dictionary (Oxford, 1963), 17a, s.v. AKL II, translate this
verb in a similar context (Haran Gawaita, cited below) as “lasted.” Following Nöldeke, they suggest that
the verb is probably related to KWL “to measure, hold, contain.” This derivation can now be confirmed
by a comparison with Akkadian sarruta kullu “to exercise kingship” (see CAD K, s.v. kullu, meaning 3c
[p. 513]).

One Line Long
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mªgª <lgª>†t “you <too>k the crown”: mªgª is a scribal error for tªgª “crown,”
caused by the similarity between m and t in the Mandaic script. The letters lgª were
omitted by haplography. Segal’s alleged denominative verb mªgª†t “you are di-
vorced” is thus at present nonexistent in Mandaic.11 The reading is confirmed by
both the structure of  the text and MS 2054/122:16, which correctly reads tªgª lgª†t.
The phrase is also confused in BM 91780:8, which reads: <tª>gª lªgªtº (not w†ªlgwtª
“and repudiation,” as claimed by Segal). In the latter text, tª was omitted by haplog-
raphy. The spelling lgªt, if  correctly read (see below, n. 75), is most likely not a
“scribal error” for lgª†t, but the result of  an assimilation of  † to t.12

Lines 8–9:
mn bªytyk ªpqwk . . . ªpqwk mn ªrqª d-myßrªyyª “they expelled you from your house
. . . they expelled you from the land of  the Egyptians”: The lilith is reminded of
the precedent, according to which she was expelled as if  she were being divorced.
Compare NPQ (Afºel) “to expel” with the Akkadian interdialectal equivalent waßû (S)
“to expel” in a marriage contract envisaging the possibility of  the expulsion of  the
first wife after taking a second in marriage (JEN 434:12–16 [cf. CAD A/2, 374b]):

(12) [sum-m]a mI-za-an-nu-ri as-sa-ta sa-ni-ta (13) [i-i]h-ha-az ù fA-ki-im-ni-nu (14) [us-t]u É-
ti-su ú-se-eß-ßi (15) [1 MA.N]A KÙ.BABBAR 1 MA.NA KÙ.GI mI-za-an-nu-ri (16) [a-na f ]A-
[k]i-im-ni-nu ú-ma-al-la

[If ] mPN takes a second wife and expells fPN2 [from] his house, mPN shall pay fPN2 [1 mina]
of  silver (and) 1 mina of  gold.

The divorce motif  is otherwise known from a considerable number of  Jewish Aramaic
incantation bowls (or Mandaic bowls patterned upon the Jewish Aramaic bowls) di-
rected against lilith(s) and other classes of  demons, in which the demon is ordered
to accept a bill of  divorce (gy†ª).13 In the present text there is no mention of  a bill of
divorce, but the occurrence of  the divorce motif  is confirmed by the reference to the
return of  the lilith’s “marital property.” The parallel texts have a number of  variant
readings:

BM 91715:8–9:

˚wfgla ˚ydy[b ˚ygwlmw ˚ygwlm çyr l[ ˚ynwdl tapwqw ˚yçyr l[ ˚ytpwq ˚ylwnatw

and they placed your cash box upon your head and the cash box of  your dowry upon your mlug-
property and made you take your mlug-property in your hands.

BM 91780:9–10:

˚wfgla ˚yd[b ˚yªgºlwmw ˚yçyr l[ 
(10) ˚yndyl ˚ytapwqw [˚y]çyr[ ˚ytpwq ª˚ºlantaw

11. As noted by Segal, however, the noun gy†ª (var. gº†ª) “bill of  divorce” is attested in Mandaic in-
cantation bowls (see BM 103358:11 and BM 91769:9).

12. Cf. E. M. Yamauchi, Mandaic Incantation Texts, AOS 49 (New Haven, 1967), bowl 5:14: lªtyn “you
have cursed” (for lª†tyn).

13. See S. Shaked, “The Poetics of  Spells. Language and Structure in Aramaic Incantations of  Late
Antiquity 1: The Divorce Formula and its Ramifications,” in T. Abusch and K. van der Toorn, eds., Meso-
potamian Magic: Textual, Historical, and Interpretative Perspectives, Ancient Magic and Divination 1
(Groningen, 1999), 173–95.
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and (they) placed your cash box upon [your] head and the cash box of  your dowry (text: your
cash boxes your dowry) upon your head and made you take your mlug-property in your hands.

MS 2054/122:16:

˚ygªlwmº çyr l[ ˚yndylw ˚yçyr l[ ˚ytªpwqº ˚ylªwnºta

they placed your cash box upon your head and your dowry upon your mlug-property.

The three terms referring to the demon’s property are all derived from, or cognate with
Akkadian (and Rabbinic Hebrew or Jewish Babylonian Aramaic) technical terms re-
lating to the marital property of  a woman.
qwptyk “your cash box”: The basic meaning of  qwptª is “basket,”14 as translated by
Segal, but in the present text the Mandaic term exhibits the same semantic develop-
ment as Rabbinic Hebrew qwph “a box in which the woman of  Mishnaic times kept
money to be spent on perfumes and other personal articles”15 and Akkadian (Neo-
Babylonian) quppu “cash box holding a woman’s peculium,”16 both originally signi-
fying “basket” as well. This is proven by the collocation of  qwptyk “your qwptª” with
mlwgyk “your mlug-property” and ldwnyk “your dowry” (see below), which paral-
lels the collocation of  Akkadian quppu “(woman’s) cash box” with mulugu “mulugu-
property” in two Neo-Babylonian texts relating to marital property17 and references
to the quppu “(woman’s) cash box” as part of, or in conjunction with, the nudunnû
“dowry” in six Neo-Babylonian documents of  similar nature.18 Whatever the precise
etymological relation of  Mandaic qwptª and Hebrew qwph to Akkadian quppu may
be, the occurrence of  the meaning “(woman’s) cash box” for quppu precisely in Neo-
Babylonian indicates that the Akkadian semantic development “basket” > “(woman’s)
cash box” is interrelated with the parallel semantic development in Mandaic and
Hebrew.19

ldwnyk (var. lydnyk) “your dowry”: Segal reads lªkºwnyk “that . . . may cover you”
(< KNN), but the letter in question is clearly d. ldwnyk (var. lydnyk) surely derives
from Akkadian nudunnû “dowry.”20 Cf. Jewish Babylonian Aramaic ndwnyª
“dowry,”21 also from Akkadian.22 Th. Nöldeke cites possible additional cases of  n >

14. Drower and Macuch, Dictionary, 409b.
15. B. A. Levine, “Mulugu/Melûg: The Origins of  a Talmudic Legal Institution,” JAOS 88 (1968), 279

n. 50.
16. CAD Q, 310, meaning 3c; see further Levine, “Mulugu/Melûg,” 279–80.
17. VAS 4 46 and VAS 5 43/44 (see Levine, “Mulugu/Melûg,” 279–80, who refers to the latter text as

VS V:53, and M. T. Roth, “The Material Composition of  the Neo-Babylonian Dowry,” AfO 36/37 [1989/
90], 15–16).

18. See Roth, ibid., 6–8.
19. S. A. Kaufman, The Akkadian Influences on Aramaic, AS 19 (Chicago, 1974), 86, doubts that Akka-

dian quppu was borrowed into Aramaic or Hebrew, but suggests probable Akkadian influence with re-
spect to the meaning “money box.” He does not, however, make specific note of  the technical usage with
reference to marital property common to Akkadian, Hebrew, and now, a dialect of  Aramaic.

20. CAD N/2, 310–12.
21. M. Sokoloff, A Dictionary of Jewish Babylonian Aramaic of the Talmudic and Geonic Periods

(Ramat-Gan, 2002), 730b.
22. See Sokoloff, ibid., with additional bibliography. For nudunnû as a loanword in Biblical Hebrew,

see P. V. Mankowski, Akkadian Loanwords in Biblical Hebrew, HSS 47 (Winona Lake, 2000), 100–101.
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l in Mandaic.23 The same phonetic phenomenon is also attested in other Aramaic
dialects.24 The collocation of  ldwnyk and mlwgyk “your mlug-property” (see below)
conclusively establishes the meaning of  the former term in light of  the hendiadys
mulugi u nudunnê “mulugu-property and dowry” in a Middle Babylonian kudurru in-
scription (King, BBSt., 9, I:15–16) and the reference to mulugu-property as part of
a nudunnû “dowry” in a Neo-Babylonian marriage contract (TMH II/III, 1).25

mlwgyk (var. mwlgyk) “your mlug-property”: This term corresponds to Rabbinic
Hebrew mlwg, which was part of  the dowry and referred to the “property received
by a woman from her father or brothers for which she retains liability after her
marriage.”26 Both are etymologically and semantically related to Middle and Neo-
Babylonian mulugu, which Westbrook describes as “property of  various kinds (in-
cluding land) given by a father to his daughter on the occasion of, or in considera-
tion of  her marriage and it is for her children from the marriage. . . . It is therefore a
component of  the dowry, occasionally synonymous with it, issuing exclusively from
the bride’s father’s house and distinguished from the rest of  the dowry by its legal
and not its material content.”27 An equivalent term, mlg, also occurs in Ugaritic in the
hendiadys tlhh wmlgh “her dowry and her mulugu-property” (CAT 1.24:47),28 which
surely parallels Akkadian mulugi u nudunnê “mulugu-property and dowry,” cited
above.29 Levine considers Hebrew mlwg to derive from Akkadian.30 Kaufman, on
the contrary, points out that mulugu is first attested in peripheral Akkadian and in
Ugaritic, only later occurring in Mesopotamian Akkadian, and concludes that the
Hebrew and Akkadian terms were borrowed from a foreign source through separate

23. Th. Nöldeke, Mandäische Grammatik (Halle an der Saale, 1875 [repr. Darmstadt, 1964]), 54 n. 4.
24. See, e.g., Biblical Aramaic ndn “sheath” (Dan. 7:15) vs. Targumic ldnª “sheath” (1 Chr. 21:27 //

Hebrew ndn “sheath”), derived from Persian *nidani (Koehler and Baumgartner, HALOT, 1926–27, with
additional bibliography), and the generally accepted correspondence of  Akkadian Nuhasse and Ugaritic nwt
with the Old Aramaic toponym lºs (KAI 202:1) [see H. Donner and W. Röllig, Kanaanäische und ara-
mäische Inschriften. Band II: Kommentar (Wiesbaden, 1973), 206, and G. del Olmo Lete and J. Sanmar-
tín, Diccionario de la lengua ugarítica, Aula Orientalis—Supplementa, 7/8 (Barcelona, 1996/2000), 321b,
with additional bibliography]. For the opposite phenomenon in Eastern Aramaic in general, i.e., the re-
placement of  original l by n, see Nöldeke, Mandäische Grammatik, 54, and cf. Kaufman, Akkadian In-
fluences, 144. With respect to Kaufman’s claim that the change from l to n in tarlugallu (Akk.) > trnwgl
(Aram.) occurred in Aramaic, however, note that the form tarnugallu is already attested in Neo-Assyrian
(see J. Black et al. [eds.], A Concise Dictionary of Akkadian, SANTAG 5 [Wiesbaden, 2000], 400b, s.v.
tarlugallu).

25. For a discussion of  these texts, see Levine, “Mulugu/Melûg,” 278. For the nudunnû “dowry” in
general, see Roth, “Material Composition,” and R. Westbrook, Old Babylonian Marriage Law, AfO Bei-
heft 23 (Horn, 1988), 24–28, 95–96, 99, with additional bibliography.

26. Levine, “Mulugu/Melûg,” 280. Segal renders mlwgyk as “your packages,” apparently relating the
term to Jewish Babylonian Aramaic mlwgª “a type of  container” (Sokoloff, DJBA, 677; cf. Jastrow, Dic-
tionary, 787b: “a hairless skin, bag”).

27. Westbrook, Old Babylonian Marriage Law, 27.
28. Cf. Levine, “Mulugu/Melûg,” 273. See most recently M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, Studien zu den

ugaritischen Texten, I: Mythos und Ritual in KTU 1.12, 1.24, 1.96, 1.100 und 1.114, AOAT 269/1 (Mün-
ster, 2000), 199–203, 213–15. Del Olmo Lete and Sanmartín, Diccionario, 274b, believe mlg to be part of
a divine name, mlghy; according to J. C. de Moor, this alleged divine name is to be interpreted as Mulugu-
hiya “Her Dowry” (see del Olmo Lete and Sanmartín, loc. cit.).

29. Cf. R. Westbrook, “Mitgift,” RlA 8, 274.
30. Levine, “Mulugu/Melûg,” 271–72.
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channels.31 Whatever the case may be, with respect to the new Aramaic documenta-
tion, the fact that the word is at present attested only in a late Aramaic dialect, and in
Mandaic in particular, suggests that mlwg(yk) is most likely a loanword from Akka-
dian in the same manner as ldwn(yk) “(your) dowry.”32

In ancient Mesopotamia, the dowry, including the mulugu-property, was intended
for the support of  the wife after her husband’s death. According to Westbrook, “[i]f
the marriage is terminated by divorce, the fate of  the dowry depends on whether it was
the wife’s fault or not. A man who divorces his wife without grounds must, inter
alia, restore her dowry. . . . The property to be restored or returned . . . is the seriktu,
her share of  the paternal estate. . . . There is no explicit evidence of  what happens to
the dowry when a husband divorces his wife on good grounds, but CH §141 rules that
he need give her nothing, not divorce-money nor even provisions for the way, which
suggests that he could keep her dowry as well.”33 The Middle and Neo-Babylonian
mulugu would seem to have been the equivalent of  the Old-Babylonian seriktum.34

The (money in the) quppu, too, clearly derived from the paternal estate and, more-
over, remained under the control of  the wife, and it thus stands to reason that in the
case of  a man divorcing his wife without grounds, the woman would have also taken
the (money in the) quppu with her. In the Mandaic text, the demon is hardly “di-
vorced” without grounds, as she herself  admits to having “harmed the children of
Adam” (lines 10–11). Yet she is nevertheless accorded the return of  all her “marital
property.” This may reflect a more egalitarian divorce custom prevalent at the time of
the composition of  the Mandaic incantation,35 or it may be an expedient to ensure the
demon’s compliance, much like the gifts given to Lamastu in order to induce her to
depart in several Akkadian incantations.36

Line 10:
wªmryt . . . sdymyt . . . “And you said. . . . You are shackled . . .”: Segal interprets
these as 1 c. s. perf. forms, which makes little sense in the context. They should be
understood, rather, as a 2 c. s. active participle form qªtlyt (ªmryt) followed by a se-
ries of  2 c. s. passive participle forms qtylyt (sdymyt, etc.).37

hrymyt / hrymyª “you/they are banned”: Segal reads hdymyt / hdymyª. He interprets
the verb as HDM “to seal,” for which Drower and Macuch list only a sole attestation
in the late magical text DC 44(R):1818–19: sdymyª hdymyª wrgylyª wmªzyhyª

31. Kaufman, Akkadian Influences, 73.
32. For Akkadian mulugu and its cognates, see further Levine, “Mulugu/Melûg”; M. J. Geller, “New

Sources for the Origins of  the Rabbinic Ketubah,” HUCA 49 (1978), 237–40; Roth, “Material Composi-
tion,” 15–17; and Westbrook, RlA 8, 274–75.

33. Westbrook, ibid., 277
34. Westbrook, Old Babylonian Marriage Law, 27.
35. Cf. the Aramaic marriage contracts from Elephantine, according to which, in the case of  divorce,

the wife had the right to the return of  the property that she had brought with her (from her father’s house)
into the marriage, regardless of  which party initiated the proceedings and, apparently, regardless of  the
circumstances leading to the divorce. See, for example, B. Porten and A. Yardeni, Textbook of Aramaic
Documents from Ancient Egypt, 2: Contracts (Jerusalem, 1989), 78, lines 21–28 (translation p. 82).

36. E.g., SBTU III 84, 62–78 (for a translation, see B. R. Foster, Before the Muses: An Anthology of
Akkadian Literature, 2nd ed. [Bethesda, 1996], 849).

37. For these forms, see Nöldeke, Mandäische Grammatik, 232.
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“shackled (and) hdymyª and bound and expelled.”38 The occurrence of  hdymyª in DC
44(R), however, may be a late corruption from hrymyª due to the similarity between
r and d in the Mandaic script.39 In BM 91715, it is difficult to distinguish between
r and d, but compare particularly the letter in question in hrymyª with the r in rysyk
(line 8) and rys (line 9). Furthermore, r would appear to be the preferable reading in
the corresponding words in BM 91780 (three occurrences in lines 12 and 13) and in
MS 2054/122. The reading hrymyt / hrymyª, based on a well attested verb, thus seems
preferable in BM 91715 as well.

Line 11:
pkyryª ºbryk lºhwryª gmbyk “Your arms are tied behind your back”: Cf. the bind-
ing of  the witch in Maqlû III, 99: aktasi idiki ana arkiki “I have bound your arms be-
hind you.”

Line 14:
tnªyyª d-nyrbª “chains of  lead”: The meaning and etymology of  tnªyyª are not clear.
Segal suggests “coils.” Here it is tentatively translated “chains” based on the parallel
with rkªsyª “bonds, straps.” nyrbª is known to refer to a metal, but the precise iden-
tification remains disputed.40 Segal renders the term “brass.” E. C. D. Hunter opts for
“lead”41 whereas Ch. Müller-Kessler hesitantly suggests either “lead” or “purified
(silver).”42 The interpretation of  nyrbª as “lead” proposed by Hunter and Müller-
Kessler is based on the analysis of  nyrbª as a corrupted form of  ßyrbª “lead” due to
the graphic similarity of  wnyrbª (“and nyrbª”) and ßyrbª “lead” in the Mandaic
script.43 The identification of  ßyrbª as “lead,” in turn, is based on the proposed deri-
vation of  the latter term from Persian surb “lead.”44 This derivation is problematic,
since Mandiac ß does not normally correspond to Persian s.45 In Modern Mandaic,

38. Drower and Macuch, Dictionary, 131b. Note that Drower and Macuch’s citation of  the text incor-
rectly omits wrgylyª.

39. DC 44(R) parallels DC 15(R) and J. de Morgan, Études Linguistiques, IIe partie: Textes mandaïtes,
Mission scientifique en Perse, V (Paris, 1904), 255–70. In neither of  the parallel texts is there a corre-
spondent to the occurrence of  hdymyª in DC 44(R):1818. The same word, however, also occurs in DC
44(R) in similar contexts in lines 1823 (hdymyª) and 1828 (hdym). The parallel texts offer no correspon-
dent to hdym in line 1828, but the passage in DC 15(R) paralleling DC 44(R):1823 likewise reads hdymyª,
whereas Morg. 269/28:8 reads hrymyª. hrymyª also occurs in DC 29(R):359–62 in a context paralleling
BM 91780:11–12 (cf. E. S. Drower, “Shafta d Pishra d Ainia,” JRAS [1937], 595, lines 30–32):

ayjyz aylf
(362) abmw aytmaçmw aysykamw aysyk

(361)
[ aysyskw aymyrj aymydsw ayçr

(360)
aj ayryçp

aymyzamw aymyz ayjyzamw

The witchcraft is exorcized (360) and shackled, banned and admonished, (361) rebuked and reproved
and anathematized and annulled, (362) expelled and driven out, curbed and restrained.
40. Drower and Macuch, Dictionary, 299b, s.v. nirba 2.
41. E. C. D. Hunter, “Two Mandaic Incantation Bowls from Nippur,” Baghdader Mitteilungen 25

(1994), 615.
42. Ch. Müller-Kessler, “Puzzling Words and Spellings in Babylonian Aramaic Magic Bowls,” BSOAS

62 (1999), 113–14.
43. Cf. ibid., 114.
44. See Drower and Macuch, Dictionary, 394b.
45. Müller-Kessler, “Puzzling Words and Spellings,” 114.
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however, ß tends to be pronounced as s.46 If  this tendency goes back to an earlier pe-
riod, it may explain the irregular phonetic correspondence between ßyrbª and surb.
The contextual evidence is difficult to evaluate, but may support the identification of
nyrbª as “lead.” If  tnªyyª “chains” has been correctly interpreted, the pair tnªyyª d-nyrbª
“chains of  nyrbª” // rkªsyª d-przlª “straps of  iron” would appear to be an approxi-
mate semantic equivalent of  the pair swslªtª d-ªbªrª “chains of  lead” // sªddyª d-przlª
“fetters of  iron” in another Mandaic incantation bowl (Yamauchi, MIT, Bowl 17:5–
6 [// Bowl 24:5]). This suggests that nyrbª may be a synonym of  ªbªrª “lead,” as both
parallel przlª “iron” in similar contexts. This possibility is supported by the expres-
sion swsyltª dprzlª wnyrbª “a chain of  iron and nyrbª” in the Jewish Aramaic incanta-
tion bowl Louvre AO 1177:4.47 In the latter text, nyrbª and przlª “iron” are explicitly
said to be materials out of  which is made a swsyltª “chain,” as is ªbªrª “lead” (// przlª
“iron”) in Yamauchi, MIT, Bowl 17:5–6.
wmlyªlyª bmªywn d-shryª “and I was filled with the water of  sahras”: mlyªlyª
bmªywn is interpreted following an alternative suggestion by Segal,48 but the sense
of  the passage is not clear to the present author. mªywn (// qrqpªtyn “their skulls”)
could theoretically be interpreted as “their intestines”49 or emended to <z>mªywn
“their blood,” but neither offers a more satisfactory meaning.

Line 15:
†wpyª d-myª “torrents of  water”: Cf. †ªwpyª myª, cited by Drower and Macuch,
Dictionary, 173b, s.v. †aupia “floods, (sur)face of  waters.” DC 37(R):403 employs
an equivalent phrase: rwkbª rbª d-myª “a great stream of  water.”
sykynª skyn swpª twqpª whbylª “a knife, a knife of  death, violence and destruc-
tion”: Segal (p. 113b) remarks that swpª “end” possibly recalls sypª “sabre.” In fact,
the expression was reinterpreted along this line in DC 37(R):402–3: sykynª wsypª
wtwqpª hbylª “a knife and a sword and violence (and) destruction.” In lines 404–5,
which parallel lines 402–3, the reinterpretation leads to a grammatical difficulty, as the
original status constructus form sykyn, corresponding to skyn in BM 91715, remains
(sykynª sykyn wsypª . . . “the knife, the knife of, and the sword . . .”).
ªklª rbª d-zywª . . . nªrgª rbª d-sryªtª “a mace of  radiance . . . a great axe of  exor-
cisms”: For these magical tools, see Ch. Müller-Kessler, “Phraseology in Mandaic
Incantations and its Rendering in Various Eastern Aramaic Dialects. A Collection of
Magic Terminology,” ARAM 11–12 (1999–2000), 305–6. Müller-Kessler, ibid., trans-
lates nªrgª rbª d-sryªtª as “the great axe of  loosening,” but Drower and Macuch’s
“the great axe of  exorcisms”50 would appear to be more idiomatic, since the magical
context suggests that sryªtª “loosenings, freeings, counterspells, exorcisms”51 here has
a technical sense. As noted by Drower and Macuch, sryªtª is derived from the verb
SRª (Pe.) “to loosen, untie, let loose, . . . dissolve, unbind . . . exorcize.”52 The semantic

46. R. Macuch, Handbook of Classical and Modern Mandaic (Berlin, 1965), 70.
47. For the reading, see Müller-Kessler, “Puzzling Words and Spellings,” 113.
48. Segal, Catalogue, 113b.
49. See maia 2 (Drower and Macuch, Dictionary, 242a).
50. Ibid., 463b.
51. Ibid., 463b.
52. Ibid., 474.
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development “to loosen, dissolve” > “to exorcize” is also apparent in Mandaic pysrª
“loosing or breaking a spell, exorcism”53 < PSR (Pe.) “to melt, dissolve, free from,
solve, loosen, exorcise.”54 In Akkadian magical texts, the same technical usage with
respect to the exorcism of  spells and curses and the like occurs with the semantically
equivalent verbs pasaru “to release, free”55 and pa†aru “to loosen, release.”56 Cf., for
example, Maqlû VI, 117: pu†ri kispiya †abtu pussuri ruhea “undo the witchcraft
(against) me, O salt, dispel the ruhû-magic (against) me!”57

Line 16:
[ºbrªyyª] “extraordinary”: Segal also restores ºbrªyyª,58 which he interprets as a
nisbe adjective formed from ªbªrª “lead.” Although magical instruments made of
various metals are frequently mentioned in Mandaic texts, such expressions are al-
most always based on genitival constructions. In the present text, cf. rkªsyª d-pªrzlª
“straps of  iron” (line 14), tnªyyª d-nyrbª “chains of  lead” (line 14) and ªrsª d-pªrzlª
nhªsª wnyrbª “a bed of  iron, copper and lead” (line 14). Cf. also swslªtª d-ªbªrª
“chains of  lead,” cited above. ºbrªyyª is therefore identified with bªrªyª 1 “outer, ex-
ternal, foreign,”59 hence the proposed translation “extraordinary.” The term is most
likely identical to Drower and Macuch’s ºbraia “creative?, exorcist?”60 and baraia 2
“exorcizer, exorcizing.”61 In a Jewish Aramaic incantation bowl, an awesome divine
being who combats demons is similarly said to be mylbr “from the outside”62:

yskm arwnw çybl arwn hymç layrwn hbr layrwn 
(18) ˆwkyl[ ata rblym arbgd ywyd 

63
ˆwty[dy al

hymwpym aqpn arwnd atybhlç

Do you not know, O dews, that a man from the outside came against you, (18) the great Nu-
riel, Nuriel is his name. He is clad with fire (nura) and is covered with fire (and) a flame of
fire comes out of  his mouth.

53. Ibid., 372b.
54. Ibid., 383a.
55. J. Black et al. (eds.), A Concise Dictionary of Akkadian, 269, s.v. pasaru(m). Cf. ibid., meaning 4:

“ ‘undo, release’ spell, curse, oath.”
56. Ibid., 271a, s.v. pa†aru(m). Cf. ibid., meaning 4: “ ‘clear, dispel’ evil, sin, punishment, illness . . .”

and meaning 7: “ ‘dispel, break’ . . . mag. knot, power; sin, curse.”
57. For “the identical semantic development of  semantically equivalent terms even if  they are etymo-

logically distinct” and the importance of  distinguishing between general and technical meanings of  indi-
vidual terms, as principles 7 and 5, respectively, of  the “Held Method,” see C. Cohen, “The ‘Held Method’
for Comparative Semitic Philology,” JANES 19 (1989), 17–20, 14.

58. Segal, Catalogue, 113 (see his note to gyrª [line 15]).
59. Drower and Macuch, Dictionary, 50a.
60. Ibid., 341a.
61. Ibid., 50a. Drower and Macuch’s interpretation of  baraia 2 as “exorciser, exorcizing” does not ac-

cord with the derivation which they propose from Akkadian barû, as the Akkadian term refers not to exor-
cists (Akkadian asipu), i.e., individuals engaged in (white) magic (cf. Mandaic ASP [Peºal] “to use magical
arts, exorcize, read incantations” [Drower and Macuch, ibid., 41a]), but to diviners (see CAD B, 121–25).
Cf. Kaufman, Akkadian Influences, 41, who notes that Akkadian barû would be expected to occur in Man-
daic as *bªryª.

62. J. Naveh and S. Shaked, Amulets and Magic Bowls: Aramaic Incantations of Late Antiquity, 3rd ed.
(Jerusalem, 1998), bowl 13:17–18 (// lines 15–16 and 19–20).

63. Naveh and Shaked read: ydyºytwn.
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Line 17:
nyblª “shall be smitten”: Segal translates “will swallow,” based on BLA I (< *BLº),
meaning (a) “to swallow up, devour.”64 His interpretation, however, involves a prob-
lematic use of  the preposition b and does not accord with the context, as it implies
that each dywª “dew, devil,” typically a hostile force, here serves as a protective de-
mon for the client. It is rather the various (magical) weapons that protect the client
from the attacking dews. A similar list of  weapons directed against dews occurs in DC
43(R), J:109–14:

ayjmytyn arfan ˆyzajl rawçynw bydakyn atamamw[ ˆylaj ˚wpyn azar 
(110) ˆyzaj d awyad lwkw

aym 
(112) d 

65
azyamrwglw aym d akyp[ abkwrbw atayryç d abr agranbw awyz d abr 

(111) alkab

anykys anykysbw 
(113) aways abakambw baj ˆaqs[w alybj d abr asanrwqbw azgwr d azawagbw

anafas 
(114) lyyaymys d aynb ayyamdaq ayrjas hbwjmyt[ d alybj d πws

And every dew that (110) does not honor this mystery, belies these oaths and disregards this
protective (charm) shall be smitten by a great (111) mace of  radiance and by a great axe of
exorcisms and by an overwhelming stream of  water and by a club of  (112) water and by a rod
of  wrath and by a great hammer of  destruction and . . . and by a black . . .66 (113) and by a
knife, a deadly knife of  destruction by which were smitten the primeval sahras, the children
of  Simiªil (114) the Satan.

The same verb in the corresponding passage in DC 37(R) was correctly interpreted by
Drower and Macuch as “shall be wounded/smitten.”67 Note the independent occur-
rence of  BLª + beth instrumentalis + name of  weapon (pªrzlª “iron weapon”) with
this meaning in AM 63:penult.68 The same usage is attested for the Syriac cognate
blaº “to be struck, smitten, beaten, wounded.”69 Cf. Jewish Babylonian Aramaic blº
qwlpy/gwlpy “to receive blows.”70

Lines 18–19:
kbys hyswkª mn qwdªm nhwrª . . . “suppressed is darkness before light . . .”: Segal
compares this formula with BM 117872(Segal 079M):4. Lines 3–4 of  that text should
be read as follows:

abr
 arwjn d hlyj hlwk µadwqnym akwçyj d hlyj hlwk 

(4) [çybkw arwjn µadwqnym akwçyj ç]ybk

suppre[ssed is darkness before light and suppressed is] (4) all the power of  darkness before all
the power of  great light.71

Cf. the Jewish Aramaic incantation bowl BM 139524(Segal 023A):4–5:

64. Drower and Macuch, Dictionary, 65a.
65. Read: wbgwrmªyzª.
66. Drower and Macuch, Dictionary, 242b, hesitantly render mªkªbª syªwª as “black melancholy,” but

the context requires some sort of  weapon.
67. Drower and Macuch, ibid., 65a, s.v. BLA I, meaning (b) “to be wounded, smitten, beaten, injured.”
68. Cited in ibid.
69. J. Payne Smith, A Compendious Syriac Dictionary (Oxford, 1903), 47a. Payne Smith gives an ex-

ample of  blaº + beth instrumentalis + saypo “sword.” For similar examples with gero “arrow” (exactly
paralleling bªlª bgyrª ºbrªyyª [line 18]), ˙u†re “staffs” and sab†o “rod,” see R. Payne Smith, Thesaurus
Syriacus (Oxford, 1879–97), col. 537.

70. Sokoloff, DJBA, 221b–22a.
71. See Ford, “Notes,” 079M.
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azgwr atywç twjt atlbj hnynyb twjt artys 
(5) atwsa twjt atjm arwhn twjt hkwçj çybkd

ajyn twjt

who suppresses darkness beneath light, wound(s) beneath healing, (5) demolition beneath con-
struction, destruction beneath creation, anger beneath calm.72

Virtually the same set of  parallel terms as in BM 91715 occurs in a non-magical con-
text in Ginza Yamina (ed. Petermann) 207, 15–19 (and parallels):

arwjn wj ana awyz wj ana açyrb µadwq ˆm awj d afçwk wj ana aymdaqal ˆm ˆwj d ayyj wj ana

alybj wj ana ararç wj ana ay[f wj ana arwjn wj ana akwçj wj ana ayyj wj ana atwm wj ana

atwsa wj ana atyjm wj ana anaynyb wj ana

I am Life which existed from of  old, I am Truth which existed of  yore, at the Beginning. I am
radiance, I am light, I am death, I am life, I am darkness, I am light, I am error, I am truth,
I am destruction, I am construction, I am wound(s), I am healing.

l ºskªb “may . . . lie down”: Segal reads ldskªb “may she [Basniray] not lie down,”
understanding dskªb as a variant of  tskªb. Based on the published photograph, Segal’s
reading seems epigraphically possible. The voicing t > d proposed by Segal is indeed
attested in Mandaic,73 but the occurrences listed by Nöldeke (see the preceding note)
are limited to the second radical of  the root. Segal’s analysis, moreover, leaves the
following words (sªnªy py†yrwtª d-sªnyªlyª “my hater, the pi†yaruta-demon that hates
me” [Segal: “My haters! The malice of  those that hate me!”]) isolated with no clear
relation to the context. The present author would thus hesitantly propose reading lºskªb
“may he lie down,” referring to sªnªy “my hater.”
py†yrwtª “the pi†yaruta-demon”: py†yrwtª, lit. “hatred, enmity,” occurs as the femi-
nine counterpart of  py†yªrª “enemy, hateful one” in lists of  demons in incantations.74

Line 21:
ºsyrª ªtwªtª “bound are the signs”: This phrase serves as a label for the bowl. Such
labels often consist of  the opening words (i.e., the title) of  the incantation. With
respect to the present bowl, the label is derived from the opening line of  the second
incantation (line 13): ªtwªt<ª> d-ªnª bªsnyrªy hzyªnª bhylmªy “The signs that I, Bas-
niray, saw in my dream.”

2. Appendix 1: BM 91780:

a. Text:
˚ylyrq fazªawºraw ˚ymwç faza dyr[p]jaç 

(3) tp yarynçb d htybl 
(2) hlywjyt atwsa (1)

ayrwkday w[ tyrykd rakdym atabqwn 
(5)

 atarts[ d ataçyçqw atawj{awa[j]}a d aytrafwz 
(4)

laka aynç 
(7) ªdºajw [ˆy]tyçw amtlt lybaq atawklmw ªfaºgl agat çymaç (6) dk tyrkdy

72. The technical use of  verbal and nominal derivatives of  the root KBS is well attested in Jewish
Aramaic magical texts. See further J. Naveh, “ ‘A Good Subduing, There Is None Like It’ [in Hebrew],”
Tarbi˛ 54/3 (1985), 367–82, esp. 369, and J. Naveh and S. Shaked, Magic Spells and Formulae: Aramaic
Incantations of Late Antiquity (Jerusalem, 1993), 47.

73. See Nöldeke, Mandäische Grammatik, §45.
74. See, e.g., DC 43(R), E:30–31,32–33, etc. (written py†yªrwtª). For py†yªrª, see S. Shaked, apud J. C.

Greenfield and J. Naveh, “A Mandaic Lead Amulet with Four Incantations [in Hebrew],” Eretz-Israel 18
(1985), 106.
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atwklmw 
75ªtaºgl ag<at> 

(8) atylyl tana ˚azyajw aywrfaw aywªqºpa [h]ªtybº ˆm ˚azyajw

˚ytyb [ˆ]m atylyl tana 
(9) ˚azyajw [t]ªlºaka aynç dªaºjw ˆytyçw ªaºmtlt tlybaq

˚yd[b ˚yªgºlwmw ˚yçyr l[ 
(10) ˚yndyl ˚ytapwqw [˚y]çyr[ ˚ytpwq ª˚ºlantaw ˚wrfaw 

76
˚wqpa

aªy[ºj ana taramaw 
(11) ªayaºrxym d aq

r
a ˆm ˚wqªpºaw ªayyºawl[gb atwlgb ˚wlgaw ˚wfgla

tymyrªjwº (12) tymyds yaraynçb d aynbbw [a]ªçºanªaº aynbb [?ˆwb] ªtyfºj d awydw arjsw atylyl

rb ˆaªmºaradba d [h]rªgpºw hªtºyb ªˆºm tyjyzmw [tylfab]mw tytamçmw tyskmw tysyk[w

˚ymwp d [ay]ªzarº [ay]ªmyrº[jw ay]ªmydsº tymyrjw [tymy]ªdsº hwz [yary]ªnçºb ˆmw ayywç[m] (13)

yarançyb[w arb]g [ˆamja] ªrºadba ªd hnymº . . . (14)
 ˚ybwg [ay]ªrwj[l ˚yd[º [a]rykpw [ar]ybyt

abybg alzrp d atªçº . . . . . . [atabqwn ˆwtanb (ˆm)w] ayrkªyzº [ˆwjya]ªnbº ˆmw hwz ªatº[
 . . . ªtyrys[ alºzrp [d a]ªbº[r a]lbj 

(15) ªajºl[ ˚ark[a]mw yarynçyb . . . ª˚yºtamaq

. . . [atlkan]mªw aºtarmwj ªamºytjw arys[ ayyamdq . . . (16)

Exterior:
. . . (20) . . . (19) ªtyabº . . . ªˆyzajº ˆm atylyl . . . (18) . . . (17)

b. Translation:
(1) May there be healing (2) for the house of  Basniray daughter of  (3) Sahafrid. Your name
is Aza† and you are called Arwaza†, (4) O youngest of  (your) sisters and eldest of  the female
(5) goddesses. You surely remember, or <I shall> indeed remind <you>: when (6) Samis took
the crown and received the kingship (text: kingdoms), he reigned three hundred and sixty one
(7) years. Then they expelled him from his house and drove him away. Then you, lilith, (8)
took the <cro>wn and received the kingship (and) reigned three hundred and sixty one years.
Then (9) you, lilith, they expelled you from your house and drove you away and they placed
your cash box upon your head and the cash box of  your dowry (text: your cash boxes your
dowry) (10) upon your head and made you take your mlug-property in your hands and exiled
you into exile among the exiles, and expelled you from the land of  the Egyptians. (11) And
you said: I am the lilith and the sahra and the dew who has harmed humans and the children
of  Basniray. You are shackled (12) and banned and rebuked and reproved and anathematized
and [annull]ed and expelled from the house and body of  Abdara<h>man son of  (13) Misoya and
from Basn[iray], his spouse. You are sha[ckled] and banned. The mysteries of  your mouth are
shackled and banned. Your hands are bro[ken] and tied behind your back. (14) . . . from Ab-
dar[ahman, the ma]n, and Basniray, the woman, his spouse, and from [their] male sons [and
(from) their female daughters] . . . of  iron. Your frame is bent down . . . Basniray and (15) a
great cord [of] iron is wrapped about it. You are bound . . . (16) . . . the primeval. . . . Bound and
sealed are the humartas and the g[uileful spirit] . . . (17) . . . (18) . . . lilith from this . . . house
. . . (19) . . . (20). . . .

3. Appendix 2: DC (= MS. Drower) 37(R):399–414:

The Drower Collection in the Bodleian Library contains a considerable number of
late Mandaic manuscripts of  a magical nature. DC 37(R) apparently dates to ca.
1800 C.E., as the scribe who copied it is the son of  the scribe who copied DC 12(R),
dated to 1782 C.E. Much of  the content of  these manuscripts, however, goes back to
a far earlier period. A. Caquot, for example, discusses parallels between DC 43(R)
[copied by the same scribe as DC 37(R)] and a Mandaic lead roll from Late Antiq-
uity.77 Similar parallels can be cited from the Mandaic incantation bowls.78 The text

75. Only faint traces of  the t are visible, but they seem to exclude †.
76. The k is written over yª (cf. ªpqwyª [line 7]).
77. A. Caquot, “Un phylactère mandéen en plomb,” Semitica 22 (1972), 67–87, pls. I–IV.
78. For example, BM 103356 (Segal, 102M) and BM 136205 (Segal, 111M) parallel DC 40(R):1086–

1114; BM 136203 (Segal, 104M) and BM 108824 (Segal, 106M) parallel DC 44(R):252–326; BM 91708
(Segal 083M) parallels DC 43(R), B. See provisionally my notes to these bowls in Ford, “Notes,” ad loc.
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presented below is admittedly not an exact parallel of  BM 91715:13ff., but there is
a clear literary dependence between the two which unequivocally indicates the an-
tiquity of  the magical tradition related in the Drower manuscript.

a. Text:
µarjyb ayjay ana anyng afçwk d asra l[

yadasabw atwnamyaj d arasab tamys awaj rb (400)

ararç d abr agran yargyl aytwta aylxart

apysw anykys ayamdaq awyz d abr alka yadas[

yawal[ aym d abr abkwr yadasb alybj apqwtw

apysw ˆykys anykysb albyn ayta d alalg d abr alka

abkwrb albyn yarjw[ ˆm ayta d alybj apqwt 
(405)

agranb albyn yargyl aytwta ˆm ayta d aym d

yawal[ ˆm ayta d atayryç d ararç d abr

yamadwq ˆm ayta d alalg d abr alkab albyn

azaj amytjw arys[ arwn d afwçb albyn

awaj rb µarjyb ayjay aylyd yatmyçyn 
(410)

adnam qafazwy taqs[b anmytj tamys

ayyaç abaçb amamw[ d ayyaç abaçb ayyj d

yal[ rakdam ayyj d adnam d amwçw aylyl d

tamys ªaºwªaºj ªrºb µarjyb ayjay aylyd

a s

b. Translation:
Upon a bed of  truth I repose, I, Yahya-Bihram
(400) son of  Hawa-Simat, (bound) with a bond of  faith. At my pillow
is set up for me <a . . .>. Beneath my feet is a great axe of  steadfastness.
(At) my pillow is a great mace of  primeval radiance, a knife and a sword
and violence (and) destruction. At my pillow is a great stream of  water. Above me is
a great mace of  stone. He who comes (against me) shall be smitten by the knife, the knife of

(sic), and the sword
(405) (and) the violence (and) the destruction. He who comes against me from behind shall

be smitten by the stream
of  water. He who comes (against me) from beneath my feet shall be smitten by the great
axe of  steadfastness of  exorcisms. He who comes against me from above
shall be smitten by the great mace of  stone. He who comes against me from in front
shall be smitten by the scourge of  fire. Bound and sealed is this
(410) soul of  mine, Yahya-Bihram son of  Hawa-
Simat. I am sealed by the signet-ring of  Yuza†aq Manda
d-Hiia during the seven hours of  the day (and) during the seven hours
of  the night, and the name of  Manda d-Hiia is invoked over me,
Yahya-Bihram son of  Hawa-Simat.

c. Comments:

Line 402:
zywª qªdmªyª “primeval radiance”: qªdmªyª may well be a corruption of  qwdªmªy
“before me,” beginning a new phrase (“before me is a knife . . .”). Cf. lines 408–9.
The expression zywª qªdmªyª “primeval radiance,” however, is otherwise attested. See,

Cf. also Ch. Müller-Kessler and T. Kwasman, “A Unique Talmudic Aramaic Incantation Bowl,” JAOS 120
(2000), 164, who discuss parallels between DC 21(R) [Shafta d-Pishra d-Ainia] and incantations from Late
Antiquity in Jewish Aramaic (an incantation bowl) and Mandaic (lead rolls).
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for example, Ginza Yamina (ed. Petermann) 276, 14–15: zywª hw qªdmªyª nhwrª d-
sªkª lytlh “It is primeval radiance, light that has no limit.”

Line 404:
sykyn wsypª “the knife of  (sic), and the sword”: See above, note to BM 91715,
line 15.

Lines 406–7:
nªrgª rbª d-srªrª d-sryªtª “great axe of  steadfastness of  exorcisms”: This phrase
would appear to be a conflation of  nªrgª rbª d-sryªtª “great axe of  exorcisms” (as in
BM 91715:16,17) with nªrgª rbª d-srªrª “great axe of  steadfastness” (as in DC
37[R]:401). In fact, the same phrase occurs in a different context in DC 44(R):522–
23, where d-srªrª is marked by the scribe with dots indicating text to be deleted:
nªrgª rbª d-srªrª d-sryªtª.79

Addendum

Two new articles containing studies of  BM 91715 became available only when
the proofs of  the present article were already being prepared: Ch. Müller-Kessler,
“Die aramäische Beschwörung und ihre Rezeption in den mandäisch-magischen Tex-
ten: am Beispel ausgewählter aramäischer Beschwörungsformulare,” Res Orientales 14
(2002), 193–208 (see 203–5); idem, “Die Zauberschalensammlung des British Mu-
seum,” AfO 48/49 (2001/2002), 115–45 (see 132–33). The latter article also contains
a transcription and translation of  BM 91780 (133–34). Note that Müller-Kessler also
reads lºskªb in BM 91715:19.

79. As noted above (n. 39), DC 44(R) parallels DC 15(R) and a manuscript published by de Morgan,
Études Linguistiques, IIe partie, 255–70. The de Morgan manuscript (259/9:3–4) and DC 15(R) read nªrgª
rbª d-syryªtª (DC 15[R]: syryytª), without the extraneous d-srªrª.

. . . . .
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Plate I: DC (= MS. Drower) 37(R):399-414 
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